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Therhesis entded "Dynamics of Heavv ton Colisions in ThermatModel
Approach" h divided into six chapte6. The hightights ofeach chapter are

Chapt€r I provides a bri€f introduction ofhistoricalbackground ofetemenrary
partcl€s and the nandard modet which governs these partictes and their
fundamental interactions. Th€ theory of strong intera.tions caled eua.tum
Chromodynamacs {aco) and its important properties i.e. quark confinement
and asymptotic freedom have been briefty discussed. rhe possibte formation
of a new novel state of matter duinS relativistic nuctear colisions dubbed as
qua Sluon plasma (qcp) under extreme conditions of remperature and
baryon density have been discu$ed briefly. rhermodynamics ptays a vitat role
in dealinS with nu.lear matter & the ensembte theory in the.modvnamics has
been used here to obtain the va.ious thermodynamic observabtes rhrouSh
which themodynamic properties of the svstem is described w€ . The
introduction to kinematical variabtes, the partkte production process throuEh
thermal modelandthethermatyietdhasbeenetaboratedbriefly.

Chapter 2 uses a unified statistical thermat freeze-out modet of mutti-particte
production at various RHIC ener8ies. The modet incorpo.ates the rapidity
(collision) axis as well as transverse direction boosts devetoped within an
expanding dense fne-batt. We have successfu[y re-produced the chemicat
potential dependence of various identified particte latios at mid_mpidity in
heavy-ion collisions ranginS frcm SpS to tHC i.e, JS = 9.2 GeV (SpS), 62.4 GeV
(RH|C), 130.0 cev (RHtC), 2Oo.O GeV (RHtC) and 2.76 rev (LHC) respectivety.
Ihe overallgood agreement and the experimentat data suggested the ctaim



that the thermal model Eives a satisfactory description of th€ data Moreover'

it is aho obseNed that the odracted value of the chemical free'z€'out

remperatore is foond close to the lattice QcD'predicEd ransiiion

temperature, which in turn indicates that the themical fr€eze_out occuu

around the ohale boundaryshor v after hadronrzarron'

ChaPtet 3 dGcusses th€ two flavour as well as three flavour Nambu_lo'a-

Lasi;io (Nll) model for lisht quarks We have suctessfullY obtained the

temperature as well as chemical potential dependent mass€'s (dvnami'

masses)ofquarks bY takin8 iso+pin svmmetrv oftwo light quarks into account'

Thus, the dynamic mass of nucleons is achieved and hence the various

thermodynamic Prop€rtiet of the svstem are described' These results are

comparcl with the prop€rties of the svstem where ffnite size effects of

nuc;ons are contidercd. A Sood comparison is seen between the two results'

Moreover, the .hiral condensate of two flavour model is obtained' which

shows a rapid cross_over ie. sPontan€ous svmmetry breaking from hadronic

matterto qGP matter.lt serves as an order parameter i'e inhadronic Phase

it is non-vanishing while as in QGP Phase it vanish€s where chkal limit of

Chapter 4 deals with lhe prcpe ies of hot and dense mater, we male an

attempt to snalysethe Properties of particle ralios like 
= ' -:

this matter and we also emplov here the strangeness conservation criteria' lt is

obseNed that these th€oretical rcsults aBree well with the experimental

r€sultsfor a spedficrange ofcentre ol matsenerS'es

chapter 5 elucidates the evaluation of the effect of spontaneous svmm€try

breakinB on the t.anspon proPerties of strongly interading fermionic matter

near QcD phase transition- To evaluate the behaviour of thes€ transport

coefllcients near OCD phase transition reBion we make ose ofscaling analvsis'

tt isfound that the Nambu_Goldstone modes can result in sin8ular behaviour of

bulk vis€ositY to entroPv ratio Vs along ol4) transition line and for z(2)

Chapter 6lists the conclusions and overallsummary ofthe work


